MONTREAL - COHORT 3

#BEATTHECUP
#BeatTheCup Café Crawl:
A coffee tasting event that will bring together coffee
lovers to rethink their habits as it pertains to their coffee
consumption. The event will highlight coffee shops in
Montreal that have taken steps to reduce their usage
of single-use cups and provide participants with local
solutions to the disposable cup problem in Montreal.
Date: June 1st, 2019
Time: 4-8pm
Location: Garden Rooftop of Santropol Roulant
#BeatTheCup, a project by the Montreal RISE hub
hopes to raise awareness and provide solutions to the
disposable cup problem in Montreal by engaging youth
and the general population in a 15-day challenge that
will encourage participants to avoid disposable cups and
use reusable alternatives instead. The challenge will be
wrapped up with an immersive and educative event the
form of a zero-waste coffee tasting event where people
will bring their reusable coffee mugs to try out coffee
and learn about sustainable practices related to their
everyday coffee drinking. #BeatTheCup hopes to disrupt
our reliance on disposable coffee cups and demystify the
culture of packaging waste in the Montreal context.

140

tickets sold on eventbrite

Event link (past)

https://www.facebook.com/
events/289553128665206/

862

Page views (facebook)

Activities on site:
Free coffee tasting from local coffees shops that
have implemented sustainable practices to eliminate
reusable cups. Partners included: Café Perko, Café
Élémentaire, Kittel Atelier Café and Baristocrates
• 3RV-E Trivia game provided by Intelli-Kid + STOJO
Mug prizes to win
• Environmental Pledges moving photo booth
• AisB Youth Engagement/Recruitment table
• DIY - Mason Jar planters
• Music and free pastries

•

Challenge: # details: 70 participants

6.5K

people reached (facebook)

529

followers (instagram + facebook)

What’s next?

Participants left inspired and educated to tackle the issue of single-use plastic
items in their communities. The ambassadors are looking at ways to expand the
project in future months. Stay tuned! followers

